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Lecturing to Large Groups

In short, over-indulgence in being lectured to is a primrose
path to intellectual sloth, the more fatally deceitful
because it looks virtuous.

Sir Arthur Quilkr-Couch: A Lecture on Lectures:
Hogarth Press: London, 1927.

Lectures were once useful; but now, when all can read,
and books are so numerous, lectures are unnecessary.

Dr. Johnson: from Boswell, Life of Johnson.

THE LECTURE IS THE MOST FREQUENTLY AND
strongly criticised form of communication for
learning. Every tutor who discusses lectures with
his students knows that much of their content is
forgotten after a short interval of time. And yet
the lecture persists. Is it indeed too inefficient to
be of value?

A series of experiments comparing the lecture
and lessen techniques for introducing the binary
system to adults carried out by the author gave
results in favour of the lecture (despite the original
intention of showing the superiority of the lesson!).
Following ., up the correspondence initiated by
certain public lectures testifies the very active
response that they are capable of evoking. Perhaps
it is not the technique which is at fault but the
purposes for which it is employed.

Those who condemn the lecture advocate more
active participation by group members. Josephine
Klein in her book Working with Groups' opens
her second :thapter with the following anecdote:

Two psychologists wrote to all those who had been
present at a meeting of the British Psychological
Society and asked them what they could remember
of the recent discussion . . . only a tenth of the points
that had been made were recalled in the reports. Of
these. ,flearly half wer,.: 'substantially incorrect', . . .
The average member was, however, no more accurate
about (points he had contributed) himself than he was
about others.

The opponents of lecturing hold that few people

See for example Chapter 3 of Educating Older
People by M. F. Cleugh. Tavistock Publications.

1. Working with Groups by Josephine Klein. Hutchin-
son, Lordon, 1961.
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are capable of really good lecturing, that the
lecture often invites insincerity and showing off
on the part of the lecturer and posing on the part
of the audience and, perhaps more important,
that it does not fulfil a truly educative function
since it represses the learner's initiative and
reduces his role to that of a recipient of ideas
instead 'f an active participant in their generation.

Many of the pronouncements made on the
relative effectiveness of different modes of com-
munication take no account of the widths of the
spectra of abilities, subjects and circumstances.
No critic would regard the physically passive
audience at a symphony concert as ill-served nor
would he assess the success of the performance by
testing for the retention of certain phrases taken
out of context. Some groups of ideas are akin to
the coherent sequence in a symphony and can
be presented only by sustained and delicately
balanced arguments which are more readily com-
prehensible to some people when they are heard
than when they are read. In such circumstances
the lecture e is an appropriate mode of presentation.
Here the lecturer demonstrates how he, the master
craftsman as it were, produces his masterpieces.
He can show the sequence, draw attention to the
pitfalls, highlight that which is of great significance
because he knows so well. To chop up such a
demonstration (by discussion technique, for
example), however well the joints may be concealed,
presents the audience with something different
from the whole in the same way as a symphony
played in instalments would be different in quality
from the whole. In this case the learners are
responding to and developing the discipline which
lies behind the capacity to be creative.

The Report of the University Grants Conunitteee
on methods summarized the evidence in favour
of lectures as follows:
Immature university students learn more readily by
listening than by reading;
Lectures are especially valuable for introducing and
opening up a subject and students can thus be led into



subjects which would otherwise prove too daunting
for them;
It is easier to coordinate lectures (than tutorials etc)
and laboratory work;
Where knowledge is advancing rapidly textbooks may
not be available;
Lectures awaken a critical attitude in students;
Lectures can provide aesthetic pleasure;
Inspiring teachers, by lecturing, can infect far more
students;
Lectures are economical of staff time.

This report referred to university lectures in 1964
when 10 per cent of groups attending lectures
numbered less than five students and 6 per cent
of groups were over 100. In the next year the
Robbins Committees stated it saw little value in
formal lectures delivered to small audiences.

The American Committee on the Utilisation of
College Teaching Resources* did not support the
widely-held view that small classes were essential
to the most efficient learning. It stated that `more
students are capable of working independently of
classroom instruction than have been given the
opportunity . . . but they require to be prepared
for independent study to get the fullest benefit
from it'. As part of this preparation for indepen-
dent study, the Committee included lecturing to
very large groups by good lecturers. It strongly
recommended that every institution should be
organized to provide for groups of a wide variety
of sizes including very large ones. (See also
references 5 and 6).

As with kissing, clinical tests can prove that
lecturing is a tad thing'. Indeed, the comparison
can be taken further. Those who have never
participated in a good lecture cannot know its
power to inspire: its full impact can only be
appreciated by consenting adults; its effectiveness
is usually dependent in part upon effective visual
aids. And, furthermore, despite all the protests,
it is going to remain an important mode of com-
munication for a considerable time to come.

2. University Teaching Methods: Report of the Univer-
sity Grants Committee. HMSO, London, 1965.
(The 'Hale Report').

3. The Report of the Committee on Higher Education.
HMSO, London, 1965. (The 'Robbins Report').

4. Better Utilisation of College Teaching Resources.
The Fund for the Advancement of Education,
New York, USA, 1959.

5. The Crisis in the University by W. Moberley. SCM
Press, London, 1949.

6, Redbrick University by B. Truscott. Faber, London,
1943.
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The special quality of a successful lecture to a
large group is the air of occasion which surrounds
it the size of the lecture hall, the shifting groupings
of people, the shuffling hush of conversation
which snuffs out as the proceedings begin, the
vote of thanks and the applause. This is more
than somebody talking to people. The lecture
content too is special. It will have been prepared,
rehearsed, arranged and, if necessary, spiced with
verbal asides or illustrations. A lecture is often
the culmination of the work of many people: those
who prepare the hall, invite the audience, control
the lighting, check the acoustics, introduce the
lecturer and corn! with the wise range of details
which escape notice unless they are overlooked.

The successful iccturer will have learned certain
abilities. He will be able to exploit the responses
special to crowds those strange responses of
expectancy, humour, inspiration and the like
which can be evoked only with large audiences
and which have their roots in some incomprehen-
sible form of communication so highly developed
in certain kinds of gregarious animals. His response
to his audience and his accommodation to his
subject are the strategies of the craft, not the rules.
The strategies are the lecturer's personal inter-
pretations and although they may be modified by
his knowing the rules by which he should lecture
they are not determined by them.

The rules of lecturing, on the other hand, the
guidelines, are the procedures which are generally
followed by successful lecturers. These include
ways of structuring a lecture, how to stand and
so on. But like the rules for happy marriages they
may be broken by the most experienced of prac-
titioners but should never be ignored by the
novice.

The Purpose of a Lecture
in a successful lecture a person and a particular

area of his competence am presented to a willing
audience which is capable of assessing them
critically. Matching the lecturer and his subject
on the one hand with the audience on the other is
essential to success since during a lecture there is
no overt feed-back from the listeners, and although
able lecturers sense rapport, and make adjustments
to maximise it as they lecture, they should not be
forced to make major modifications to their
prepared plan. This throws the initial responsibility
for success on the organiser who, in addition to his
function as a promoter and manager, must also
bring together a lecturer and audience which are
compatible one with the other.
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The purposes for which lectures are particularly
suitable are:
1. I.) give a general idea of the scope and content of

a subject which is to be studied in detail later;
2. To stimulate interest in a subject or line of action

or thought;
3. To present a new thesis or technique;
4. To persuade people of their own capacity to under-

stand or enjoy; and
5. To provide an aesthetically stimulating experience.

Lecture Settings
No lecture is every completely isolated as an

experience although some may be unsupported by
any formal preparation or recapitulation by the
listeners. Such lectures, provided attendance at
them is voluntary, and provided they are accurately
advertised, can be stimulating sources of learning
since, in general, they will be attended by audiences
with an interest in the subject, or the speaker.
Such lecture meetings should usually terminate
with a discussion but, in general, this will serve
only to clarify certain issues which were not quite

Fig. 2. To Inspire and Teach
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clear to some pcople. This type of lecture, whilst
it ostensibly provides information, should aim
primarily at attitude-reinforcement. It caters for
people who are interested enough to attend and
are therefore likely to be willing to go further
provided the lecture stimulates them to do so
(Fig. 1). The contents of such lectures should be
summarised in a handout or extended in a booklet.
In many cases a bibliography will be valuable.

A lecture which is to be followed by seminars
or group discussions on the other hand can
result in closely controlled learning (Fig. 2). Prior
to the lecture, selected group-leaders will be
briefed by the lecturer so that the essential content
of his presentation will be consolidated. The two
periods should be regarded as complementary and
prepared for as one by the lecturer who should
ensure that his audience anticipates the form of
the follow-up period. The aim here is to direct

i;
Fig. 3. To Satisfy Desire to Know

intellectual activity towards a predetermined goal
through participation.

A third arrangement relegates the lecture itself
to a secondary role: it forms the recapitulation of
a more comprehensive paper prepared by the
lecturer and circulated to the audience at least a
week or so before the meeting (Fig. 3). The
lecture in this case, either restates the main
features of the paper in the form of a summary
or supports them with different, but closely
related, data. In this lecture form the personality
of the lecturer should not intrude into the subject
matter.

The duration of this form of lecture will tend to
be short about twenty minutes is often sufficient

in order to provide for a longer disccusion than

,In an experiment to find the most suitable size of
tutorial group for teaching efficiency carried out under
Professor T. L. Cottrell of the University of Edinburgh
in 1960-61 and 1961-62, groups of 12 students obtainea
more favourable scores than groups of either 3 or 24.
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would otherwise be possible. The discussion is
taken down and transcribed into typescript after
which it is first circulated to the participants from
the audience. When they have edited their con-
tributions the paper is passed to the lecturer who
corrects and edits his replies. The paper and
discussion are then published. This form of
lecture is suited to meetings of learned societies:
it aims of publicising, extending, qualifying and
assessing the lecturer's thesis.

The three basic lecture settings are summarised
in Fig. 4.

Organisation
The decision to provide a lecture for a large

group should not be taken lightly: if such a
lecture fails, it fails many people with a great
deal of publicity. It should begin perhaps three
months before the actual day with an expression
of need from potential members of the audience
or from a decision by a committee or board. In
reaching their decision, they should be precise
about the nature of the audience, the object of the
lecture and its financial implications if these are
relevant. Against this data and using reliable
information, the lecturer and chairman should be
proposed.

From this point an organiser should take over
and book the hall. He should then arrange for a
responsible person to invite the lecturer and make
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Fig. 4. The three basic
lecture settings;

General interest;
Vocational need;
Vocational interest

a preliminary contact with the chairman. Many
lecturers receive more requests to lecture than
they can accept and they should therefore be
approached in good time a year in advance is
not uncommon and provided with concise but
comprehensive information.

If the lecturer is a consultant he should be asked
to state his fee and if he is a member of the teaching
profession he should be offered a fee of about one
two-hundredth of his annual income. (This
equates one lecture to about a day's work). Within
a school or college, a lecture of this kind should be
regarded as the equivalent of at least three class-
room periods. (Inspectors, directors and some
company representatives are usually required to
decline fees.)

The lecturer will usually need to know about his
audience their background, age-range and
reasons for attending the timing of the pro-
ceedings, the location of the hall mid the route he
should take to get there, the meal and hotel
arrangements and, if possible, the name of his
chairman. It helps some lecturers to be given a
sketch plan of the hall, the position of the elec-
trical sockets and their type, the kind of projection
and display equipment available, the nearest car
park and the name of the technical assistant or
caretaker responsible for the hall. The ability to
find good lecturers relates fairly closely to good
management.

.7



Designing a Lecture

Every lecture to a large group must be prepared
with the greatest care. This work should fall into
three phases designing the form of the lecture,
composing its content and organising its presen-
tation: the lecturer is composer, conductor and
orchestra rolled into one. Unfortunately some
lecturers are satisfied if they do no more than
mouth essays, turning what might have been
interesting articles into, at best, unattractive and
prolonged monologues. Eminence should be
no excuse for vocal vandalism.

Designing the form of a lecture involves the
imagination. From time to time over days or weeks
the lecture is visualised as one would visualise a
play or a symphony. During this phase the lec-
turer will decide upon his 'line' and review his
strategies. He should think about presenting his
subject in such a way as to reveal what he feels
and believes about it: in such a way as to make it
his lecture. In this way he will give the occasion a
dimension which is lacking in a printed article: it
should be impossible to make a good lecture lie
flat on a sheet of paper. This involvement of the
lecturer is sometimes confused with the aim of the
lecture but the concept of aim is too narrow and
too objective to describe this decision. Thus we
hear tell of 'A lecture by Bragg on . . .' rather than
'A lecture on . .1.

From these thoughts the crude structure of the
presentation will take shape; variations, recapitu-
lations . and illustrations will be considered in
various settings until the general form becomes
reasonably settled. Throughout this time the
lecturer will keep his audience in mind: he will
see them both as a group and as individuals: he
will put himself in the place of a listener and ask
how he would react. Page 6 shows some of the
notes made during this period prior to a lecture on
visual aids and page 7 shows them gathered
together in readiness for the preparation of the
lecture itself.

Preparation
Although practised professionals develop indi-

vidual methods, beginners should write out their
lectures fairly fully. A fifty minute lecture consists
of about 5,000 words which, allowing for inevitable
pauses, is a pace of about 110 worde per minute.

Me lecture was transferred from the lecturer's notes
to the students' notebooks without passing through
the mind of either.' Anon.
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This means preparing about five pages of singly -
spaced. typescript on quarto paper.

Whilst the form of the lecture was being
developed, content notes should have been made
at the same time, never left to the last moment.
These will include references to books and articles,
to experiences, experiments and so on. When the
lecture content is written, many of these ideas
will be rejected since the essence of most good
lectures is a structurally simple argument support-
ing and leading to a clearly defined thesis or point
of view. Although it will contain certain facts,
these should be given to bring out their implica-
tions rather than for their own sake. Even if the
lecture content is itself inconclusive unfinished
research, for example the lecturer's presentation
should make this quite evident: open-ended sub-
ject matter should not result in a lecture that
dies out but one that leads deliberately to a con-
clusion such as, 'More than this we do not know
and present research is sustained by the following
questions: 1 . 2 1. Highly complex arguments
should be duplicated and distributed for detailed
study, with the lecture as the rallying point for
the main issues.

The lecture will generally consist of three or
four main parts such as, for example, introduction,
collection of data, the lecturer's interpretation of
this data, conclusion. The purpose of each part
will depend on the lecture but these should be so
clearly organised that a member of the audience
recalling the lecture would see it in that form.

Whilst the lecture is being prepared care should
be taken to check the appropriateness of the
vocabulary in which it is written. As a rough
guide to their preferred mode of verbal com-
munication, the lecturer could do worse than
read the newspapers which his potential audience
chooses.

He should also treat facts differently from con-
cepts. If facts are to be remembered they must be
presented in such a way as to initiate their learning.
They must, of course, be presented unambiguously
and this is more lately if the verbal statements
are supported by visual aids. The visual and
audible sensations should reach the audience
simultaneously if this is possible and the fact
repeated a number of times after its initial presen-
tation. Any handout should also contain the fact
in the same words and any follow-up will aim at
over-learning the fact through repetition, encourage-
ment of correct responses and immediate correc-
tion of wrong ones.
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Concepts cannot be learned by rote like facts,
they are built up in the mind by reorganising facts
and other established concepts. It is this process
of seeking out understanding that the lecturer
must initiate: he must show his group how to go
about constructing the concept and indicate to
them a way of evaluating their progress towards
its full development if this is possible.

Thus, for example, the concept of energy might
be introduced with a fact that energy is the
capacity for' doing work followed by references
to different forms of energy and examples of
energy changes. This might lead to slightly
provocative observations such as, 'I wonder if all
forms of energy can be traced back to energy
from the sun?', or 'Is the world dying a heat
death?'

Facts should also be distinguished from opinions
and the audience must never be left in any doubt
about the validity of an observation which might
be one or the other.

Of course, a lecture is an unsatisfactory source
of fact-learning and, in general, should not be
used for this purpose if an alternative is possible.
Nevertheless facts lend an air of veracity to a
presentation.' Thus the statement, 'This year,
three hundred and twenty nine thousand, five
hundred and eighteen men and women . . . about
a third of a million people . . .' has the stiff
authority of accuracy which is reduced to an easy
approximation suitable for retention.

Visual Aids

Visual aids should be considered for the follow-
ing reasons:
1. By breaking into the verbal flow: of the lecture

they can revive interest in the occasion itself;
2. They can focus attention on major issues and

provide recapitulation or revision in a concise
and stimulating form;

3. By presenting numerical data in graphical form
they can emphasise its significance or bring out
its meaning; and

4. They can give a measure of concreteness to
abstract concepts.

The aids which are most appropriate in lectures
of this kind are the overhead projector and closed
circuit television. They both integrate tightly into
the situation and leave control to the lecturer.
Films and slides are useful but they introduce a
bieak into the continuity and temporarily relegate
the lecturer to a secondary role.
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Guidelines to Preparation
Introduction

1. Outline the scope of the lecture and imply (or
state) the thesis.

2. Stimulate interest and centre it on the subject.
3. Show the relevance of the subject to the

interests of the audience.
4. In general, make the introduction brief.

Body of the Lecture
1. Reduce this to a very few statements (two

or three if possible) and prepare to lecture
towards each in turn. Accentuate these main
statements.

2. Support these main statements from (a)
experience, research and so on and with (b)
demonstrations or aids and examples.

3. Relax the pressure of information after each
main statement.

4. If appropriate (a) present the proposition
first, (b) foi3ow through with objections to
the proposition and expose their weaknesses
and (c) give evidence for the proposition.

Conclusion
1. Retrace the argument very concisely.
2. State the thesis. Try to end in a noteworthy

way.
The content should fit into a pressureof-effort
pattern as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 shows the first section of the finished notes
for the lecture on visual aids. These will probably
not be used in the lecture itself but they will give
the lecturer confidence. Certain critical sentences
are to be learned by rote and the sequence is
signposted by key words on the plan.

Presentation
The test, the only valid test, of a lecturer's

competence is his performance and its consequences.
In this respect he is comparable with a surgeon
who also depends upon extensive preparation and
good teamwork. It is amoral to claim to be a
lecturer on any grounds other than ability to
lecture.

From the moment a lecturer begins, he must
try to be as conscious of the effects of his behaviour
as a surgeon is conscious of the effects of his
knife. During his first few sentences he must work
for cooperation. He should rise to his feet and
regard his audience as one would rise to greet a
friend. He will move naturally but rather more
slowly than is his custom in a small room: he will
speak more slowly and, if there is no microphone,
tune the loudness of his voice to the remote



Pressure or Effort

Introduction

1st statement-

2nd statement

`; 3rd statement

Conclusion
Fig. 5

corners of the hall. He will took at people as he
speaks, not with furtive glances but with long
straight looks that acknowledge the humanness
of the person he sees. He will like his audience:
he will not ignore any part of it.

Within a few minutes he should feel the back
pressure of the group their attitude towards him
and his subject, their ability to understand, and
their interest and from this moment he can be
very closely in touch with every individual except
perhaps the few for whom the occasion is unsuit-
able. When this bond is powerful, each member
of the andience associates himself with the lecturer
and encourages appropriate responses in the rest
of the audience. He enjoys the group approval of
the lecturer since he feels that he is partly respon-
sible for the lecturer's competence.

If, on the other hand, the lecture is inadequate,
each member rejects the lecturer and associates
himself with the audience the final breakdown
is reached when individuals become conscious of
the existence of sub-groups to which they can
belong when, with signals such as winks, smiles or
even spoken observations, they demonstrate their
allegiance to other like-minded people who have

9

also rejected any social link with the lecturer.
Sin= there is no overt feedback, the lecture

should be presented in such a way as to evoke
active intellectual responses. This involves exploit-
ing verbal techniques; for example, an occasional
question followed, after a suitable pause, by the
answer; the mid-sentence pause; sentems which
end with critical words. These coax or goad or
challenge the listeners to anticipate the solution.
Here are two examples:

The moment of a force about a point is the product
. . (pause) . . . of the force and its perpendicular
distance from the point.

A learner's retention is improved by making the
consequence of his learning . . . (slight pause) . . .
satisfying.

The same technique can be used when visual
illustrations are employed. To say, 'I will now
show you a picture of the broken muscle fibres'
evokcs visual confirmation whereas if the picture
is shown just before the statement, 'This is a
picture showing broken muscle fibres' the initial
response is one of interpretation which is more
active than confirmation. The verbal statement
constitutes reinforcement of those interpretations
which were correct.

The lecturer should be natural. To prevent
movements and gestures from appearing staccato
he should make them deliberately and generously.
If, for example, it is natural for him to count
items on his fingers, he should make it obvious
that he is not simply fiddling about. For the most
part he should stand still and upright with his
head erect. He should breathe more deeply and
open his mouth more widely than usual.

Assessment of a Lecture
To improve the standard of his presentation, a

lecturer should painstakingly learn from the
responses of his audience and the criticism of his
peers. It is often useful to invite senior colleagues
to attend and to discuss the lecture afterwards. A
tape recording can be made and played back, but
lecturers are warned that these are often unflatter-
ing and should be used with understanding.

The most direct and reliable guides are video-
taped records which can be made during lectures
on 'home-ground'. These should be discussed with
colleagues when they are played back in order to
derive the greatest value from them.

The other important source of information is
the questionnaire completed by all, or a sample of
the audience and, so far as they are concerned,



VISUAL AIDS

THERE IS A widely held belief that visual aids remove the strain from learning; that
in some way they premasticate whin would otherwise be intellectually indigestible.
Here we are often deceived by the apparent immediacy of visual perception and misled
by our own communication preferences.

PELT SOURCE - RECEPTION = PERCEPTION - COMPREHENSION - KNOWLEDGE

and perceptual ability depends upon a variety of factors, not least of which is intelligence.
So during this talk I want first of all to glimpse the lbackgroundl against which visual aids
are used, secondly to consider theOontributioniwhich aids make to teaching and learning
and finally to make a briefleurvevi of the aids which are available.

IQ CURVE Thera rellizence spectrum.
ON PELT

The relationship between intelligence and preferred mode of communication

High: Verbal, abstraction generalization, technical terms mathematical relatiorAips.
Low: Need for thing or picture: particular cases, concrete.

In the same way r the aids we: nee and how we use them depends on intelligence.
. Also depend on age, ability, experience, environment etc.

OUP PERCEPTION
Now let us see the kind of effect which occurs when we are exposed to visual information.

Fig. 6. Finished notes for lecture on visual aids.

collected by the organisation rather than by the
lecturer himself. The following example has been
of value to the author:

Questionnaire
Please read the questions below and answer by deleting
the words which are not appropriate:
1. Did you find the lecture helpful? No/Fairly/Yes
2. Could you have learned the subject in some other

wry in the same time? Better/As well/Less ably
3. The lecture period was Too long/About right/Too

short

Please give reasons for your choices in the question
below:
4. The section of the lecture which I felt to be most

valuable was concerned with
5. The section of the lecture which I felt to be least

useful was concerned with .
6. The section of the lecture I enjoyed most was con-

cernm with .--
7.- The section of the lecture I enjoyed least was

concerned with ...
8. I would rate this lecture as

A lucid, inspiring, absorbing
B clear and interesting
C. a useful experience
D difficult and dull
E a waste of time
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Guidelines to Presentation

1. A dull, sceptical or sleepy audience needs
stimulating: increase their pulse rates by
making them apprehensive, anxious or amused.
An audience which laughs and gradually feels
a bite beneath the humour finds relaxation very
difficult

2. If they already understand some of the lecture,
tell them so and explain that you are recapitu-
lating: if the lecture is one of a series relate it
to the rest.

3. Give guidance on notes, handouts or further

4. Decide the extent to which the audience should
be enter Mined, informed, instructed, encouraged,
inspired.

5. Have a 'line', make it known and acknowledge
the existence of others.

6. Be prepared to complete the sentence, 'If they
have derived nothing, else from my lecture,
every person now understands . . . (or is able
to, or wants, or etc).

7. Collect information about your performance.



BA CIE Publications

Aids to Instruction
Members NoMember,

A Guide to the Writing of Business Letters (5th edition) 3s. 5s.

A Guide to the Use of the Telephone in Business (6th edition) 3s. 5s.

Report Writing (2nd edition) 3s 6d. 6s.

Hours into Minutes by P. J. C. Perry 5s. 7s 6d.
A Guide to Committee Documentation

Tips on Talking (2nd edition) 3s. 5s.

Lecturing to Large Groups by L. S. Powell 4s. 7s.

A Guide to the Use of Visual Aids by L. S. Powell 5s. 7s 6d.

A Guide to the Overhead Projector by L. S. Powell 4s. 7s.

A Guide to the 8 mm. Loop Film by G. H. Powell and L. S. Powell 5s. 7s 6d.

Mathematics by Visual Aids 5s. 7s 6d.

Welcome, Stranger by Ronald Smurthwaite 2s. 4s.
Pints to School Leavers on Going to Work

Interviewing in Twenty-Six Steps by J. S. Gough 3s. 5s.

Typewriting Championship Papers; 1966
Test papers set for 1966 National Typewriting Championships 3s. 5s.

Swedish Job Instruction Manuals
English language editions of Swedish job instruction manuals
prepared by the Swedish Metal Trades Employers' Association

Cylindrical Grinding; Surface Grinding; Turning; Milling;
Shaping; Bench Fitting; Drilling; Measuring; Oxy-Acetylene
Welding and Oxygen Cutting; Sheet Metal Work: Machining;
Sheet Metal Work: Hand Tools; Arc Welding; Soft Soldering; separate price list
Electronic Measurement; Bending and Straightening available on request

A Training Officer's Guide to the Education System of Great
Britain (with special reference to education for engineering
trainees). BACIE Training Manual No. 1 (3rd edition) 7s 6d. 10s.

A Training Officer's Guide to Selection
by Dr E. A. Taylor
BACIE Training Manual No. 2 7s 6d. 10s.

A Training Officer's Guide to Commercial Apprenticeship by
V. N. Bingham
BACIE Training Manual No. 3 8: 6d. 12s 6d.

A Guide to the Training of Office Supervisors by Mary Lund
BACIE Tra: dug Manual No. 4 7s 6d. 10s.
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AIDS TO INSTRUCTION (continued) Members Non-Members

Books for Training Officers 5s. 7s 6d.
An annotated list issued jointly by ma% and the
National Book League.

BACIE Bibliography, Volume I, 1960-62 2 gns. 3 gns.

BACIE Bibliography, Volume II, 1963-67 3 gns. 4 gns.
The complete sets of Bibliography instalments published in the BACIE Journal,
together with Subject Indices, bound in hard covers for reference use. The
Bibliography lists a selection of the most important articles, paperstreiports and
books currently publisned in the field of education and training in industry and
commerce.

BACIE Register of Programmed Instruction, Volume II, 1968 30s. 45s.
A list of programmes, both linear and branching, produced for
training in industry and commerce, and available in the UK

Occasional Papers and Reports

Clarifying Objectives to Supervisory Training by C. E. B. Steers 3s. 5s.

Education and. Changes in Our Social Structure by Dr. Kurt Hahn 2s 6d. 4s.

Policy in Perspective, 1964 7s 6d. 10s.
Report of the BACIE Annual Conference, 1964
Dr Kathleen 011erenshaw, W. F. Crick, CBE,
A. S. Marre,cs, W. G. McClelland, C. Henniker-Heaton, FIL,
Sir Arnold Lindley, com, N. Longley, CBE, R. A. S. Lomax,
J. A. R. Pimlott, cex, J. G. Stewart, en, am

Continental Comparisons 7s 6d. 10s.
Papers presented at the HAM Annual Conference, 1961
Sven Gmbe., R. Grandbois, G. C. M. Hardebeck, H. A. Warren, G. Dunand,
Dr O. G. Pickard, M. B. Brodie, Dr Walter Goldberg, Dr S. C. Curran, ins

Cmnd. 1892: The Next Step
Report of the BACIE Special Conference on the White Paper,
Industrial Training: Government Proposals, January 1963
The Minister of Labour, Professor Lady Williams, Frank Cousins,
D. E. Woodbine Parish, Major-General C. Lloyd. CB, CBE, m

Economic Growth and Manpower 7s 6d. 10s.
Report of the BACIE Spring Conference, 1963
Professor Richard Stone, CBE, FBA, Alan Brown, Dr Graham Pyatt,
Colin Leicester

8s 6d. 12s 6d.

A Standard Method of Costing the Training of Apprentices 2s 6d. 4s.

European Apprenticeship 25s. 30s.
Cita? Monograph, Volume 1, No 2
A report published by the International Labour Office, and
distributed by BA CIE in the utc on behalf of the ILO

Industrial Training Boards; Progress Report No 3, June 1968 7s 6d. 10s.
A chart listing the Industrial Training Boards with their functions
and activities
(Subsequent copies on same order) 5s 7s. 6d.

. . .
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CCCASIONAL PAPERS AND REPORTS (continued) Members Non-Members

Is it Working? The Industrial Training Act in retrospect: 7s 6d. 10s.
Papers presented at the BACIE Spring Conference, 1967
The Parliamentary &reentry to the Ministry of Labour.
Lady Gertrude Williams, cat, P. J. C. Perry, J. Bross& II

The following publications are now out of print, and the small remaining stocks are being
sold at half price:

Education for Survival
Report of the Annual Conference of the BACIE
East Midlands Group, 1960
Sir Charles Morris, Dr B. V. Bowden, Tudor David, John Wellens
Victor Feather

Policy in Perspective, 1960 3s 9d. 5s.
Report of the BACIE Andual Conference, 1960
The Minister of Labour, Sir Willis Jackson, FRS, Sir Colin Anderson
J. G. MCMCtking, car, JP, J. C. W. Stead, Robert Carr, MP
Miss M. G. Green, M. J. S. Citpham, T. R. Weaver

Vocational Education and Training in the Soviet Union 7s. 10s 6d.
Illustrated Report of the BACIE Delegation's Visit, 1963

The Industrial Training Act 3s 9d. 5s.
Report of the BACIE Spring Conference, 1964
The Minister of Labour, C. Henniker- Heaton, Pm,
G. IL Lowthian, am, J. G. Stewart, CB, am

Symposium on Liberal Studies 3s 9d. 5s.
Papers on aspects of Liberal Studies in Technical Education
Sir 'Willis Jackson, FRB, Sir Eric Ashby, nes, T. Lupton, H. N. Sheldon,
J. P. Moore, D. J. Isaac, A. M. Duncan, Sir Leslie Rowan, KCB, CVO

The Certificate of Secondary Education Its Scope and Significance is 6d. 2s 6d.
by P. Walton, MBE, and R. A. Arculus

Revised prices

is 6d, 2s 6d.

Quantity Discounts:
10 per cent for 12 to 24 copies per title

20 per cent for 25 or more copies per title
Prices include postage.

Back Issues of BACIE JOURNAL

Limited numbers of most back issues of the BACIE Journal from March 1960
to December 1964 are obtainable at 3s 6d per issue (6s for non-members) post
paid.

A full list of current BACIE publications will gladly be supplied on application.

C Mori owe
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BRITISH ASSOCIATION
FOR COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

Patron: HRH THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH, KG, KT

President: LORD JACKSON OF BURNLEY, FRS

Chairman: J. BROSGALL

Hon. Treasurer: SIR SADLER FORSTER, CBE

Director: P. J. C. PERRY

BACIE is the only voluntary organisation specialising in all aspects of commercial
and industrial education and training in the United Kingdom. The Association's
membership includes industrial and commercial firms, the oationalised industries,
Government departments, industrial training boards, local education authorities,
universities, technical and commercial colleges, trade associations and trade

unions, as well as numerous members overseas.

SERVICES TO MEMBERS

1. BACIE Journal issued quarterly. An authoritative guide to training
practice and policy.

2. BACIE Bibliography of publications-in the field of education and training
in industry, published as a supplement to the Journal. The only service of
its kindessential to all who want to keep abreast of what is published in
this rapidly growing field.

3. BACIE Memoranda published seven times a year. A concise summary of
current events.

4. Occasional Publications, handbooks, training manuals and reports.
5. Information Department gives advice to members on all aspects of education

and training in commerce and industry; provides library and loan services.
6. Courses specially designed for education and training officers and others

working in the field of further education.
7. Conferences and Exhibitions, both national and regional, on subjects of

common interest.
8. Ten Regional Groups and Scottish Branch.

Membership details will gladly be supplied on ap lication to the Director.
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